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artphone-mediated ratiometric
chemosensor towards the nanomolar level
detection of lethal CN�: combined experimental
and theoretical validation with the proposition of
a molecular logic circuitry†

Suparna Paul, ab Udayan Mondal, ab Somrita Nag,ab Madhupa Sethc

and Priyabrata Banerjee *ab

A promising naphthalene-functionalized ratiometric chemosensor (E)-1-((naphthalen-5-yl) methylene)-2-

(2,4-dinitrophenyl) hydrazine (DNMH) is unveiled in the present work. DNMH demonstrates brisk

discernible colorimetric response from yellow to red in the presence of CN�, a lethal environmental

contaminant, in a near-perfect aqueous medium with a LOD of 278 nM. The “key role marker”

controlling the electrochemical and non-covalent H-bonding interaction between DNMH and CN� is

through the commendable role of acidic –NH functionalities. Kinetic studies reveal a pseudo second

order reaction rate and the formation of an unprecedented photostable adduct. The negative value of

DG as evaluated from ITC substantiates the spontaneity of the DNMH/CN� interaction. The sensing

mechanism was further reinforced with state-of-the-art theoretical investigations, namely DFT, TDDFT

and Fukui indices (FIs). Moreover, the proposition of a reversible multi-component logic circuitry

implementing Boolean functions in molecular electronics has also been triggered by the turn-over

spectrophotometric response of the ditopic ions CN� and Cd2+. The cytotoxicity of DNMH towards

Bacillus thuringiensis and Escherichia coli is successfully investigated via the MTT assay. Impressively,

“dip stick” and “easy to prepare” test paper device and silica gel-based solid-phase CN� recognition

validate the on-site analytical application of DNMH. Furthermore, the involvement of a synergistic

approach between ‘chemistry beyond the molecule’ and ‘engineering’ via an exquisitely implemented

smartphone-assisted colorimetric sensory prototype makes this work unprecedented among its

congeners and introduces a new frontier in multitudinous material-based functional product development.
Introduction

In the 21st century, the state-of-the-art ourishing advance-
ments in mobile information and communication technologies
by the conversion of lab-scale data to electronic data and their
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subsequent synchronization with the Internet of Things (IoT)
technology have attracted signicant attention from
researchers. In this regard, smartphones with user-friendly
applications have facilitated as well as brought about a new
frontier in the multifaceted functional material-based world of
recognition and digitalization.1,2 As a consequence,
smartphone-affixed sensory devices serve as an emerging
analytical platform for formulating cost-effective and versatile
“all-in-one” sensing systems by simplifying the design of
sophisticated instrumental devices. This technology also offers
instantaneous and brisk quantication of targeted guest ana-
lytes. The harmonization of a designed chemical sensor in
combination with the computational power of a smartphone in
an efficient manner provides precise acquisition of data
regarding targeted analyte recognition. Thus, it expands real-
world viability in resource-constrained regions where sophisti-
cated spectroscopic analytical and monitoring technologies are
inaccessible.3 Therefore, in the present work, by taking advan-
tage of the imagingmodule, a smartphone-assisted colorimetric
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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prototype has been successfully integrated with an indigenously
developed optical chemosensor for the synchronous “color to
concentration” detection cum quantication of CN� like envi-
ronmental pollutant in a near-perfect aqueous medium.

The selective recognition of environmentally and biologically
signicant anions4–7 such as CN� has lured immense research
interest owing to their ubiquitous nature.8–10 Despite its
daunting toxicity, this chemical warfare agent is utilized in
various industrial processes.11–13 Consequently, indiscriminate
utilization in several industries along with its natural release
from various plants, bacteria, algae, and fungal species, where it
behaves as a secondary metabolite, are responsible for the
threat of CN� poisoning.14

As a consequence, there arises an exigency to develop reli-
able, less cumbersome synthetic strategies and inexpensive and
rapid “naked-eye-responsive” smart molecular probes for the
discernible detection of CN� (below the explicitly stipulated
standards of CN� in drinking water, i.e., 1.9 mM as per W.H.O
guidelines).15 There are a few traditional techniques available
for CN� detection, including electrochemistry, polarography,
potentiometry, ow injection amperometry and ion chroma-
tography.16–18 However, complicated sample pre-treatment,
delayed detection, expensive bulky instrumentation, reduced
portability, lack of real-time analysis, perturbation from
competitive species, and the requirement of skilled manpower
oen hinder these existing methodologies from real-world
application.

In this context, “ratiometric optical sensors” are exquisitely
appealing owing to their simplicity, high sensitivity, ease of real-
time monitoring, internal calibration effect to minimize inter-
ference from deviations of local sensor concentration and
microenvironment,19 anti-interference ability and rapid “naked
eye” visualization with a low detection threshold. Furthermore,
assessment of the ratio of spectroscopic behavior obtained at
two varying wavelengths allows for the preferential selection of
ratiometric probes over the conventional techniques of absor-
bance measurement at a denite wavelength.20 Most impor-
tantly, integration of the chemical output obtained from
solution-state sensing with fabricated RGB-based smartphone
devices provides an exquisite platform for the coherent recog-
nition of CN� that overcomes the major limitations of the
current methodologies.21–24

Therefore, as part of our longstanding research endeavor in
the supramolecular domain,25–35 we aimed to thoughtfully
design a naphthalene–hydrazine decorated Schiff base organic
compound (SOC). Herein, functionalization of the anion
recognition site (–NH) with a dinitrophenyl-like chromophore
moiety extends the overall p-conjugation within the molecular
scaffold. This is realized in the promising “naked eye” colori-
metric change from yellow to red towards selective detection of
CN� in a near-perfect aqueous medium with favorable sensi-
tivity and accuracy. The presence of a nitro substituent also
amplies the acidity of –NH functionalities, thereby enhancing
the affinity of the molecular recognition event by supramolec-
ular hydrogen bonding interaction between DNMH and CN�.
The novelty of the present work lies in the synergistic approach
between ‘chemistry beyond the molecule’ and ‘engineering’ via
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
a suitably implemented smartphone-based colorimetric sensory
prototype towards the real-time monitoring of CN�, which to
the best of our knowledge is still scantily explored in the
supramolecular realm.
Experimental
Materials and instrumentation

The required synthons and solvents are commercially available
and were used as obtained. All the TBA+X� salts including
cyanide, uoride, chloride, acetate, bromide, nitrates, and
carbonates were procured from Sigma Aldrich and iodide and
sulphates were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Spectroscopic-grade
solvents like acetonitrile, dimethyl sulfoxide and water have
been obtained from Merck (India) Pvt. Ltd.

DNMH has been structurally conrmed by mass spectrom-
etry (Advion Make; Serial no. 3013-0140) and 1H-NMR spec-
troscopy (Bruker 400 MHz NMR spectrometer). The functional
groups within the DNMH scaffold have been authenticated by
FT-IR spectroscopy (Spectrum 65, PerkinElmer). X-ray crystal-
lography was performed in a Bruker D8 Venture (APEX-III)
diffractometer equipped with a photon detector and assisted
by graphite-monochromated Mo Ka (l ¼ 0.71073 Å) irradiation.
A CARY60 spectrophotometer was used to perform the UV-vis
spectrophotometric study. Particle size analysis of DNMH and
the DNMH + CN� adduct was executed by a dynamic light
scattering study (Zetasizer Nano ZS90). Cyclic voltammetry was
performed in a CH instrument.
Computational method

Density functional theory calculations have been performed
using the Turbomole (V7.0) soware (TmoleX interface, 4.1.1) to
gain deep insight into the plausible mechanistic pathway of the
host–guest interaction. (B3LYP)/def SV(P) are the basis sets used
during the ground-state geometry optimizations. For atoms like
nitrogen, oxygen, carbon and hydrogen, the basis set of def-
SV(P) was used. Material studio TM (version 6.1) possessing
the DMol3 module was used to calculate the Fukui indices of
the respective systems.36 Double numerical basis set plus
polarization (DNP) atomic orbital in line with generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) and the Becke, 3-parameter, Lee–
Yang–Parr (B3LYP) exchange correlation hybrid functional were
used for calculating the FIs.
Synthetic procedure of the chemosensor DNMH

DNMH was successfully synthesized via the one-pot condensa-
tion of 1-naphthaldehyde (1 mmol, 156.18 mg) and 2,4-dini-
trophenylhydrazine (1 mmol, 198.14 mg) in methanol with
continuous stirring for 5 hours under ambient conditions
(Scheme 1). The mustard yellow colored product so obtained
was puried by washing with methanol and nally collected
aer drying in vacuum to obtain the desired compound (E)-1-
((naphthalen-5-yl) methylene)-2-(2,4-dinitrophenyl) hydrazine
(henceforth abbreviated as DNMH).
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 12564–12572 | 12565



Scheme 1 Structural representation of (a) 2.4-dinitrophenyl hydra-
zine, (b) 1-naphthaldehyde and the final product (c) (E)-1-((naph-
thalen-5-yl) methylene)-2-(2,4-dinitrophenyl) hydrazine (DNMH).
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Results and discussion

DNMH was characterized by ESI-MS, 1H-NMR and solid-state
elemental analyses such as SCXRD and FT-IR. Yield: 80%, ESI-
MS (+) mode: m/z calculated ¼ 336.3 (DNMH), found 359.3
(DNMH + Na+) 375.1 (DNMH + K+), 1H-NMR (400 MHz, ACN-d3,
Me4Si); d ¼ 11.8 (s, 1H, amine), 9.5 (s, 1H, imine) (Fig. S1 and
S2†).
X-ray crystallography

The as-synthesized product was layered with tetrahydrofur-
an : hexane (1 : 1, v/v) to obtain needle-shaped crystals of the
desired compoundDNMH. The molecule crystallizes in the P21/
n space group. Two molecules of DNMH are present within the
unit cell crystallographic axis, wherein a centrosymmetric
oriented structure is observed (Fig. 1a). The aromatic rings of
twoDNMHmolecules are 3.7 Å apart, indicating an extensive p–
p stacking interaction (face to face or sandwich) (Fig. 1b), which
certainly provides additional stability to the chemosensor.

DNMH possesses an i-centre since the naphthalene unit of
onemolecule and the benzene of the other are aligned in a trans
manner to avoid electronic repulsion between the –NO2 groups
of each DNMHmolecule. According to Zimmerman's molecular
tweezers model, the fused aromatic rings are considered to be
two tweezers where the stacking interactions are associated with
minimal p overlap.37 The open cavities of these molecular
Fig. 1 (a) Closely packed centrosymmetric oriented confirmation of
DNMH; (b) face to face p interaction; (c) ORTEP of DNMH with atom
numbering (50% probability).
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tweezers accelerate the binding of guest CN� via hydrogen
bonding interaction with the –NH proton ofDNMH. The ORTEP
with 50% probability is displayed in Fig. 1c. The aldimine
(–CH]N–) bond length is observed to be 1.30 Å, which is in
accordance with the literature (1.27 Å). This slight deviation
from the ideal bond distance implies sufficient delocalization of
electron density within the p-conjugated system, i.e., the ve
(phenyl) and six-membered ring (naphthalene) structure of
naphthalene and phenyl hydrazine moieties as well as due to
the presence of the –NO2 substituent within DNMH. In the
hydrazine unit, the N–N bond distance is observed to be 1.38 Å,
slightly reduced compared to that of unsubstituted hydrazine
(1.45 Å). This deviation may be attributed to the strong p-
conjugation effect localized at the N–N terminal bond length
due to the conjugation of the lone pair of electrons on the N
atom (amine) with the p electrons in the molecule. As a result,
the N–N bond distance is shortened, which causes an increase
in the azomethine (C]N) bond length. The N–H bond distance
is found to be 1.03 Å. The bond angle between N(005)-N(007)–
C(00H) is 115.67�, whilst the N(007)–C(00H)–C(00F) angle is
119.09�. Although C(00H) and N(007) denote sp2 hybridized
atoms, their slight deviation from the ideal sp2 hybridized bond
angle (120�) suggests repulsion between the lone pair of elec-
trons localized on the N atoms and its adjacent bonds causing
an appreciable strenuous environment within the system. There
is extensive intramolecular H-bonding between the O atom of
–NO2 and –NH proton of the aldimine unit in DNMH, as well as
intermolecular H-bonding of one DNMH with the other iden-
tical molecule that further causes stabilization of the system
(Fig. S3†). The packing arrangement of DNMH in a unit cell
(Fig. S4†) along with the detailed crystallographic information
and bond parameters of DNMH are tabulated in Table S1–S5†.

“Naked eye” visualization of DNMH in the presence of CN�

and various other anions.
DNMH displayed solvatochromic behavior, owing to which

the electronic spectra of DNMH have been recorded in a series
of solvents of varying polarity, namely acetonitrile, dichloro-
methane, hexane, methanol, tetrahydrofuran, dimethyl sulf-
oxide, toluene, xylene, benzene, chloroform, dioxane, ethanol,
isopropanol and water (Fig. S5†). Thereaer, the spectroscopic
analysis of DNMH (1� 10�5 M) in a DMSO/ACNmixture (1 : 9 v/
v) in the presence of different anions was performed. Interest-
ingly, a distinct yellow to red color change was observed only in
the presence of CN� (1 � 10�4 M) in a near-perfect ACN/water
mixture (4 : 1 v/v, Fig. 2a). However, no other anions offered
any substantial change in the yellow color of the DNMH solu-
tion. In addition, the colorimetric response and optical perfor-
mance of the chemoreceptor DNMH with CN� have been
investigated in an organo-aqueous mixture of varying stoichi-
ometry to validate the best solvent mixture ratio wherein the
chromogenic detection of CN� is the most promising (Fig. S6
and S7†).

The translation in the optical properties of DNMH in the
presence of CN� was probed by UV-vis spectroscopic analysis.
DNMH exhibited two absorption bands at 315 nm and 390 nm
(lmax/nm; 3/M�1 cm�1: 26 800) (Fig. S8†). The former band
corresponds to the electronic transition from (S0/ S1), i.e., p–
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (a) Naked eye colorimetric changes ofDNMH (1� 10�5 M, ACN)
in the presence of various anions (1� 10�4 M) in the ACN/H2Omixture
(4 : 1 v/v): 1. DNMH, 2. DNMH + CN�, 3. DNMH + Cl�, 4. DNMH +
SO4

2�, 5. DNMH + OAc�, 6. DNMH + NO3�, 7. DNMH + CO3
2�, 8.

DNMH + I�, 9. DNMH + Br�, 10. DNMH + PO4
3�, 11. DNMH + ClO4

�,
12. DNMH + MnO4

�, 13. DNMH + AsO2
�, 14. DNMH + AsO4

3�, and 15.
DNMH + F�; (b) UV-vis titration of DNMH (1 � 10�5 M) in CH3CN with
sequential addition of CN� (1 � 10�4 M) (ACN : H2O ¼ 4 : 1 v/v) [inset:
ratiometric plot of DNMH with CN� at 390 nm and 510 nm and vials
containing (1) DNMH and (2) DNMH + CN� solution].
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p* transition, which does not get altered in varying solvents;
however, the type and positions of the substituents that are
located on the phenyl rings make it sensitive. The latter one is
due to the n–p* transition that occurs owing to the lone pair of
electrons of the nitrogen atom being promoted to the p* orbital
of the –CH]N� group. Intramolecular charge transfer (ICT)
from the azomethine center to the electron-withdrawing –NO2

groups is also responsible for the latter band. When CN� (1 �
10�4 M) was added to the DNMH (1 � 10�5 M) solution, the
390 nm peak progressively decreased with concomitant gener-
ation of a new peak at 510 nm (lmax/nm; 3/M�1 cm�1: 30 100)
(Fig. 2b), implicating the recognition event to be ratiometric in
nature. The appearance of the 510 nm peak authenticates the
DNMH/CN� adduct formation and the considerable bath-
ochromic shi in ICT is also in accordance with the extensive H-
bonding interaction between the –NH and –CH protons of
DNMH with the target CN�. Due to this non-covalent interac-
tion, a d� charge is generated on the N atom and is subsequently
delocalized in the DNP unit (acceptor) of DNMH. This activates
the ICT process and the drastic color change from yellow to red.
The appearance of the isosbestic point at 440 nm and variation
of spectral intensity with increasing CN� amount indicate
a good host–guest binding interaction. The Job plot method of
continuous variation validates the 1 : 1-type binding stoichi-
ometry between DNMH and CN� (Fig. S9†). From the B–H plot,
the association constant (Ka) was evaluated to be 4.48 � 106

M�1, which further conrms a strong binding interaction
(Fig. S10†). The detection threshold of CN� by DNMH has been
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
observed to be 278 nM (Fig. S11†), which is lower than the MCL
value of CN� (1.9 mM) as per the W.H.O. guidelines. DNMH/
CN� exhibits a swi sensing response (�8 seconds) (Fig. S12†)
and an unprecedented photo stability that provides an addi-
tional advantage for long-duration monitoring applications
(Fig. S13†).
Electrochemical studies

Electrochemical analysis of DNMH displayed a cathodic peak at
�0.66 V (current height 0.0086 mA) and a weak anodic peak at
0.50 V (current height �0.00138 mA) (Fig. S14†). Upon gradual
addition of CN� (10�3 M, ACN : H2O, 4 : 1 v/v) in the DNMH
solution, the cathodic peak was steadily diminished (Fig. S15†).
From this, it could be speculated that upon interaction of CN�

with the –NH proton of DNMH, the N atom of DNMH acquired
partial negative charge. This caused an enhancement in the
electron density of the overall system. The reduction process in
turn was restricted, which reduced the cathodic peak potential
and facilitated the oxidation of the system by enhancing the
anodic peak potential. The redox potential of DNMH with CN�

has been tabulated (Table S6†).
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)

ITC analysis has been performed to obtain deeper insight in
determining the thermodynamic parameters, i.e., the enthalpy
change (DH), entropy change (DS), Gibbs free energy change
(DG), association constant (K) and the number of binding sites
(n) involved in the host (DNMH) and guest (CN�) interaction.
ITC was performed at 25 �C using the simple injection meth-
odology.38 The evolution of heat per mole of CN� plotted against
themolar ratio ofDNMH is clearly depicted in Fig. S16.†Herein,
the number of binding sites (n) was evaluated to be 0.685 �
0.0279. The enthalpy and entropy changes were calculated to be
3.613 � 106 � 2.745 � 105 cal mol�1 (15.1746 � 2.745 � 105 �
106 J mol�1) and 1.22 � 104 cal mol�1 deg�1 (5.124 � 104 J
mol�1 deg�1), respectively, having a Ka of 1.02 � 7.53 � 108 �
109. Besides, from the Gibbs equation (DG¼DH� TDS),DGwas
deduced to be �94.92 J mol�1, which substantiates the spon-
taneity of the interaction between DNMH and CN�.
Proposition of a logic gate-based ensemble

The [DNMH/CN�] ensemble was utilized to investigate its
reversibility in the presence of various cations. Interestingly, it
was observed that the reddish orange color of the ensemble
changed to light yellow in the presence of only Cd2+, whereas for
the other cations, the color of the adduct solution remained
unperturbed (Fig. S17†). This indicated the profound selective
nature of the ensemble towards Cd2+ only. Such restoration of
color not only implies that the process of interaction is revers-
ible but also strengthens the presence of H-bonding between
DNMH/CN� (Fig. 3a). This reversibility of DNMH has insti-
gated the proposition of the multi-component supramolecular
gate function and arithmetic calculation.39 Therefore, molec-
ular level combinational AND–NOT logic circuits have been
established using DNMH, CN� and Cd2+.
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 12564–12572 | 12567



Fig. 3 (a) Sequential colorimetric reversibility of DNMH with alternate
addition of CN� (1 � 10�4 M, ACN : H2O ¼ 4 : 1 v/v) and Cd2+ (1 �
10�4 M, H2O); (b) proposition of a molecular logic gate by various
AND–NOT–XNOR–NAND–OR logic functions as inputs.

Fig. 4 1H-NMR titration spectra of DNMH with CN� in ACN-d3.

Fig. 5 MTT assay of Bacillus thuringiensis (Gram-positive bacterium)
and E. coli (Gram-negative bacterium) treated in the presence of
DNMH incubated at 37 �C.
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The UV-vis spectral data of DNMH (10�5 M) in the presence
of CN� (10�4 M) resulted in an output value at 510 nm. Here, we
get an AND logic circuit by considering the two input (In)
system, in which In 1: DNMH and In 2: CN�. The output will be
high if the input is high and the output will be ON if both the
inputs In 1 and In 2 are on or else the output will be OFF.
Another three-input combinational circuit was developed: In 1:
DNMH, In 2: CN�, and In 3: Cd2+. DNMH in the presence of
CN� afforded UV-vis spectral response (In: ON) at 510 nm,
which was diminished in the presence of Cd2+ and we get the
output OFF at 510 nm. The repetition of OFF/ON was observed
for DNMH with alternate CN� and Cd2+ addition. Finally, the
AND–NOT–XNOR–NAND–OR logic functions were obtained by
considering the three combinational input circuits (Fig. 3b and
S18†). The spectrophotometric analysis of DNMH with CN� and
Cd2+ is presented in the truth table (Table S7†).

1H-NMR titration of DNMH with CN�

1H-NMR spectroscopy provides deep insight into the structural
properties of DNMH as well as the probable binding mode of
DNMH and CN�. Herein, the chemical shis around d ¼
11.8 ppm and d ¼ 9.5 ppm correspond to the secondary amine
(–NH) proton and imine (–CH]N–) protons. Steady addition of
CN� to DNMH solution causes the –NH proton peak to gradu-
ally diminish with continuous up-eld shiing due to the
strong intermolecular –NH–NC� hydrogen bonding interaction.
In addition, the presence of CN� causes an up-eld shi of the
–NH proton that falls within the shielding zone of the ring
current of the triple bond in the CN� ion.40 The aldimine proton
peak was also diminished weakly and slightly shielded upon
interaction with CN�. The other skeletal proton signals were
shied up-eld on coordinating with CN� due to the delocal-
ization of the negative charge on the –NH and –CH center
throughout the DNMH molecule. Moreover, the absence of any
new peak around d ¼ 5–6 ppm ruled out the possibilities of
deprotonation of the –NH proton or nucleophilic addition to
the imine center, thereby strengthening the intermolecular H-
bonding interaction between –NH/NC� (Fig. 4). In addition,
the particle size distribution and FT-IR analysis of DNMH and
12568 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 12564–12572
the DNMH/CN� adduct also show similar results (Fig. S19 and
S20†).

Antibacterial assay

To examine the effect of varying DNMH concentration on the
Gram-positive bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) and the
Gram-negative bacterium Escherichia coli (E. coli), cytotoxicity
assays (MTT) were performed. Cytotoxicity study revealed
optimal activity at 10�7 M concentration, and 10�2 M was found
to be the minimal inhibitory concentration (cytotoxic concen-
tration), i.e., with increasing DNMH concentration, the viability
of Bt and E. coli cells gradually reduced. The comparative cyto-
toxicity analysis with varying concentration (10�2 to 10�7 M)
displayed that around 60% of Bt cells and 50% of E. coli cells
(Fig. 5) remained alive in a concentration of DNMH of 10�7 M.

An in-depth theoretical insight by TDDFT and DFT

To congregate the detailed information regarding the experi-
mentally obtained absorption bands of DNMH and DNMH/
CN�, TDDFT calculations were performed. The B3LYP hybrid
functional and defSV(P)/defTZVP basis sets were used in the
Turbomole (V7.0) soware TmoleX interface, 4.1.1.41 The
experimental and simulated spectra (applying COSMO/
acetonitrile) of DNMH and DNMH/CN� are shown in
Fig. S21†. In the case ofDNMH, the simulated peak at 425 nm is
in good agreement with the experimentally obtained lmax at
390 nm. For the DNMH/CN� adduct, the theoretical peak at
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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550 nm appeared close to its experimentally resolved lmax at
510 nm. The major electronic excitation calculations and
coordinates for the TDDFT of DNMH and DNMH/CN� are
presented in Table S8–S10†.

To the optimized geometry of DNMH, NMe4CN was added
and a geometry optimized structure of the DNMH/CN� (1 : 1)
complex was obtained. The N–H bond length of the optimized
DNMH structure was found to increase from 1.025 Å to 1.046 Å
owing to facile hydrogen bonding interaction between the –NH
and –CH hydrogen of DNMH with CN�. The plausible interac-
tion of D NMH with CN� is depicted in Fig. S22†. The host and
guest binding interaction may be attributed to the strong
hydrogen bonding interaction of DNMH with CN�. In this
regard, when the electron-rich naphthalene donor within the
molecular scaffold of DNMH interacts with the guest analyte
CN�, the electron-withdrawing ability of the acceptor (CN�) is
strengthened and consequently the DE of the host (DNMH) and
host–guest adduct (DNMH/CN�) are signicantly reduced
from 2.972 eV to 1.729 eV.42 This is also in good agreement with
the bathochromic shi (Dl ¼ 120 nm) in the UV absorption
wavelength of DNMH from 390 nm to 510 nm upon analyte
recognition. The overall energy of the DNMH/CN� adduct was
observed to be �1480.941 Hartree, which is certainly more
stabilized than the sole chemosensor DNMH (�1173.22 Har-
tree). The geometry optimized structure of DNMH suggested
that the naphthalene moiety acts as the HOMO and 2,4-dinitro
phenyl hydrazine as the LUMO owing to their electron density
difference (Fig. S23a and b†). However, upon interaction with
CN�, the electron density and energy of the HOMO decreased,
resulting in reduction of DE (Fig. S23c, d and Table S12†). In the
1H-NMR spectra as well, the peak of the –NH proton was
diminished and slightly up-eld shied upon gradual addition
of CN� due to the hydrogen bonding interaction. There is no
experimental and theoretical proof for the deprotonation of the
–NH proton. Thus, the performed theoretical calculation is in
good corroboration with the experimental ndings. Fig. 6
displays the overall energy and HOMO–LUMO bad gap of
DNMH and the DNMH/CN� adduct.
Fig. 6 HOMO–LUMOband gap and geometry optimized structures of
DNMH and the DNMH/CN� adduct.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Fukui index analysis

Fukui index (FI) or reactivity index analysis provides detailed
information (based on electron density) about the active sites or
donor centers present within a chemosensor molecule, i.e., the
underlying host–guest interaction may be convincingly
understood.43

While determining the f+k of the active sites, it was observed
that the calculated Mulliken and Hirshfeld electron density
values localized on the plausible donor centers in the DNMH
molecules are N5: 0.019, 0.025; N7: �0.001, 0.008; C17: 0.029,
0.026; H26: 0.017, 0.014; and H30: 0.014, 0.009. For DNMH/
CN�, N5: 0.019, 0.023; N7: �0.000, 0.008; C17: 0.031, 0.027; H33:
0.009, 0.008; and H37: 0.012, 0.007. Hence, for f+k analysis, the
change in electron distribution in the donor centers before and
aer interaction with CN� is very less. Then, the FI for f�k was also
determined. In this case, the calculated Mulliken and Hirshfeld
electron density values localized on the plausible donor centers
in the DNMH molecules were found to be N5: 0.038, 0.043; N7:
�0.046, 0.05; C17: 0.027, 0.030; H26: 0.019, 0.015; and H30:
0.029, 0.017. For DNMH/CN�, N5: 0.047, 0.051; N7: 0.053,
0.055; C17: 0.035, 0.036; H33: 0.016, 0.013; and H37: 0.025, 0.014.
The f�k values clearly depict that the donor centers (N5, N7 and
C17) became electron-rich aer undergoing H-bonding interac-
tion with CN�. Therefore, the electron density on the H atoms
(H26 and H30 in DNMH) as expected was considerably reduced
aer analyte interaction (H33 and H37 in DNMH/CN�). The
isosurface plots corresponding to f+k and f�k attack for DNMH and
DNMH/CN� have been acquired from the Dmol3 module with
an isovalue of 0.01 (Fig. 7). The coordinates for the Fukui analysis
are tabulated in Table S13–S16†.

Sensing potential towards CN� of the test paper device and
silica gel-based assay: practical application

Detection of CN� by virtue of the “dip stick”-based sensing plat-
form is considered to be a promising alternative to laboratory-
based instruments owing to several advantages, such as
simplicity, portability, cost effectiveness and disposability.44

Herein, chromatographic strips were utilized as a solid support
Fig. 7 Fukui function with isosurfaces for the susceptible nucleophilic
attack (f+k ) and electrophilic attack (f�k ) of (a) DNMH and (b) DNMH/
CN� from the DMol3 module possessing an isovalue of 0.01.
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towards the facile impregnation of DNMH (10�3 M, CH3CN). The
test paper strips were then dried and CN� solution was dropped
on the surface of the strip using a capillary tube. Immediately, the
color changed from bright yellow to an intense red, as shown in
Fig. 8a. The appearance of red coloration strengthens the poten-
tiality ofDNMH as a tool for lethal CN� detection in analytical and
environmental applications while eliminating the need for
sophisticated equipment or well-controlled environments.

Thereaer, silica gel-based assay was also instigated for
investigating the fate of CN� detection by DNMH in a solid
medium.45 Initially 1 g silica gel of 60–120 mesh size was
immersed in DNMH (CH3CN solution, 5 mL 1 � 10�3 M) and
the solvent was removed. A faint yellow coloration was imparted
to the silica. The silica gel-loaded DNMH was further treated
with a 5 mL solution of CN� [1 � 10�2 M, CH3CN : H2O ¼ 4 : 1
v/v]. An intense color change from faint yellow to red was
observed immediately (Fig. 8b). The solvent was then removed
under reduced pressure and the so-obtained red colored silica
powder was dried in an oven. This indicates that DNMH could
be successfully employed for solid-state CN� detection as well.
Smartphone-assisted colorimetric sensory prototype for
onsite CN� detection

Till date, various conventional techniques including titrimetric,
voltammetric, potentiometric, and electrochemical methods
have been explored towards CN� detection. However, these
techniques are relatively cumbersome, involve bulky laboratory
instruments, tedious sample pre-treatment, and a lack of user
affability, and require long detection periods. These altogether
have greatly limited their practical applicability. In this regard,
chromogenic assays provide a straightforward and facile way of
precise monitoring of the presence of targeted guest analytes.
Moreover, smartphone-assisted colorimetric assays further
miniaturize the chromogenic sensing system by providing
a portable, affordable and convenient platform to recognize
specic target analytes. Herein, digitalization of the chromo-
genic colorimetric outcome of DNMH has been rendered into
RGB-based digital outputs, embedded with the wireless
communication technology 1Sheeld.46 The 1Sheeld turns the
smartphone into different Arduino shields and nally an
economic, easy to operate and layman's sensory prototype was
Fig. 8 Chromogenic changes of DNMH in the solid state: (a) chro-
matographic strips and (b) silica gel upon addition of CN� ions;DNMH,
DNMH+CN�.
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obtained for the on-eld recognition of CN�. This certainly
makes the present work unprecedented among its congeners
and hitherto less explored. The overview and segment-wise
visualization of the fabricated smartphone-assisted sensory
prototype along with its AutoCAD diagram (SOLIDWORKS
Soware) are provided in Fig. S24–S29†.

Working principle of the prototype

At the outset, the vial containing the chemosensor (DNMH)
solution (control) is to be mounted on the sample holder and
the lid is covered from the top. The ashlight or torch of the
smartphone is turned on since there is no light inside the black
acrylic prototype box, and here the camera of the smartphone
acts as the color detector/sensor. It can capture images of the
sample solution (DNMH: yellow color) in the vial with the help
of the 1Sheeld application. The resultant yellow color is then
transmitted to the 1Sheeld, which converts it into a digital
response and nally provides the output by turning on the
“yellow LED” (Fig. 10). This implies the absence of the target,
i.e., the specic toxic anion CN� in the unknown sample spec-
imen. In the next phase, when low concentration and high
concentration CN� were added into DNMH solution, vivid
chromogenic changes from yellow to orangish red and intense
red were observed, respectively. This concentration-dependent
distinct colorimetric change is also evident from Fig. 9 (inset).
The vial containing CN� solution is then placed inside the
circular sample holder of the box and the camera takes the
image. The transition in color was readily detected by the color
sensor/detector application and was conveyed to the equipped
1Sheeld, thereby converting the chemical outcome into a digital
one. Ultimately, the response was observed by turning on the
“green LED” when low concentration of CN� was present
(Fig. 11) and the “red LED”when high concentration of CN�was
present (Fig. 12). The methodology provides a precise percep-
tion regarding the semi-quantitative detection of CN� in the
unknown suspected sample specimen (Video S1†).

Table S17† describes a comparative table of CN� detecting
probes, which showcases the standout advantages of DNMH in
Fig. 9 AutoCAD diagram (rear view) representing an overview of the
smartphone-based colorimetric prototype sensor [inset: UV-vis
spectra of DNMH with varying CN� concentration].

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 (a) The smartphone-based prototype displaying (A) DNMH
(yellow color) and (b) the prototype with the “yellow LED” ON: only
DNMH sample solution is present.

Fig. 11 (a) Prototype displaying (B) DNMH+CN� (low conc.) (orangish
color) and (b) prototypewith “green LED”ON:DNMH+CN� (low conc.)
sample solution is analysed.

Fig. 12 (a) Prototype displaying (C) DNMH+CN� (high conc.) (intense
red color): presence of high conc. of CN�; (b) prototype with “red LED”
ON: DNMH+CN� (high conc.) sample solution.
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terms of detection limit, application in molecular logic
circuitry, electrochemical detection and most signicantly, its
implementation in the smartphone-based colorimetric sensory
prototype that makes the present work one of its kind and
unprecedented among its congener of CN� sensors.
Conclusions

In a nutshell, the present work reports a straightforward, cost-
effective and rapid responsive naphthalene–hydrazine-
functionalized Schiff base organic chemosensor (SOC) for the
expeditious chromogenic detection of toxic analytes like CN�. It
induces a discernible “naked-eye” yellow to red colorimetric
change in the presence of CN� with a substantially low detec-
tion threshold, a high value of association constant and excel-
lent photostability. The recognition event has been rationalized
through a “so chemistry”-mediated change in the weak
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
supramolecular non-covalent H-bonding interaction between
the –NH proton of the chemosensor and the guest CN� in
unison with an interesting additional blend in its feature of the
recognition of highly toxic Cd2+. Based on the relay recognition
event with the ditopic ions CN� and Cd2+, the reversibility of the
chemosensing event by miniaturization with molecular elec-
tronics was executed following the logic circuitry algorithm. The
experimental ndings are also nely corroborated with the
theoretical outcomes (DFT, TDDFT and FIs). The quick anti-
bacterial response property of the SOC towards both Gram-
positive (Bt) and Gram-negative bacteria (E. coli) has also been
well established. Interestingly, the optical recognition
phenomenon was furthermore amplied from a real-world
perspective by developing “easy to prepare” chromatographic
strips and a silica gel-based assay. Apart from this, a customized
smartphone-assisted colorimetric sensory prototype was fabri-
cated, demonstrating phenomenal efficiency in line with the
economic and semi-quantitative point-of-use monitoring of
perilous CN� in cyanide-intoxicated sample specimens. There-
fore, the unique approaches as presented in the work including
solution-state sensing and paper and silica gel-based solid-
phase recognition along with the high-performance
smartphone-assisted prototype demonstrates the present work
to be a proof-of-concept next-generation solution towards the
ultrasensitive monitoring of CN� like noxious analytes in the
realm of supramolecular sensors.
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